FOLLOW OUR PIG TRAIL!

Ever notice those large pig statues around NWA? They're our pigs!

Follow these clues to find our friends around town! Be sure to post a picture and tag us on Instagram and Facebook!
@OzarkLiteracy
FIND OUR PIGS
Which of our pigs will be your favorite?

1. Not all who wander are lost, but some pigs might need a bit of help. Put a spring in your step with the guidance from this location as you maneuver through the Ozarks.

3. It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a family hog in possession of a large brood, must be in want of good dental services. Traverse through the lush jungle to find this service.

5. I think us here to store my stuff. To save. To hoard. And that in storing of the big things and saving all these big things, you collect the little ones, almost by accident... At this facility, there are rooms all around for you to store your big things and your little things.

6. All food is equal, but some food is more equal than others. Find all 15 peak foods here and then catch a game nearby!

7. It may not be the answer to life, the universe, and everything but you could learn all about #42 here.

2. To shop or not to shop? That is the question. Well, at this haven for shopping, the answer is yes!

4. Once upon a mid-day sunny, while I wondered, full of money, Over just one urgent, serious volume of forgotten boar, While I plodded, merely grasping, suddenly there came a tapping, As of someone harshly rapping, rapping at the loaner’s door. “Tis some inquisitor,” I thought, “desperate taps at the door” “Only this, and nothing more.”

Hint: this one is a little tricky! Your mission will include crossing the street from this location and walking the trail with your eyes peeled. This boar can be found among the trees.

Hint: this place is closed indefinitely but you can still see the pig.
8. Shrimp cocktail isn’t shrimp cocktail at all if the shrimp hasn’t been given at least two sazeracs the night before, just like the Oysters Rockefeller isn’t oysters Rockefeller unless it’s been caught by a Rockefeller. Don’t worry though, this place is very powerful and has both of those options for you to try! Easy!

9. Call me Ariel. Some years ago, never mind how long precisely – having little or no tuna in my thingamabob and nothing particular to interest me on Atlantis, I thought I would walk around a little and see the earthy part of the world...

10. Because I could not stop for BEE – He blindly poked at me – The College has but just one LINE – At this locality

12. The more you can read, the more things you will know. The more you learn English, the more boars you’ll get to know.

13. The first rule of this club is to protect children from threats. The second rule of this club is to protect children from threats. The third rule of this club is to provide children with enriching (and safe!) opportunities to follow their interests and dreams. Seriously, check it out if you have piglets!